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APPG Meeting 30 March 2021 
Chat Stream 

 

00:17:30 Dr Alison Murray: Afternoon All.  

00:18:15 Kristy Howells: Hi everyone. 

00:18:15 jm39645: hello all - Jackie Musgrave Early Childhood @ the Open 
University 

00:20:16 Paula Lochrie: Hi Everyone  

00:39:30 Jackie Musgrave: brilliant Kristy! 

00:43:00 Pippa Bagnall: Great presentation Kirsty. Could you say a bit more about 
your support objectives and the type of resources and 
funding required? 

00:47:10 Dr Alison Murray: Thank you Trudi, Kristy and Stephen for most informative 
presentation series. Kristy- do you think a nationalised 
approach to re-engage more holistic understandings of 
disability classifications would help children and youth 
access current opportunititiies? As Trudi and Stephen 
showcase what good can come of services across this 
dreadful time, how can we assure that any progressions 
are longer term investing?  

00:52:44 Kam Kaur PAP: Trudi I was interested in what support is being offered to 
parents if they are separated or separating 

00:54:09 Paul Wright: I have an adopted son with high functioning Autism. There 
has always been difficulty getting Psychological assistance 
for him from CAMHS due to a lack of qualified staff and 
long, long waiting lists for therapy. Given the Pandemic 
has elongated waiting lists, do you feel children with 
emotional health needs are/will get the necessary help 
they need from CAMHS/NHS in the next 12-18 months? 

00:54:23 Paula Lochrie: schools must collaborative with families with regards to 
SEN provision & home learning during this period. 
Through discussions with parents we know that many 
pupils struggle with online learning. Parents are keen for 
their child to be engaging in accessible activities that 
encourage independence as much as possible. 

00:54:38 Ben Sutcliffe: Hi Kam, I work with Trudi at Caudwell Children. We have a 
Family Support service which can look at the holistic 
support families need, which also includes legal advice 
where appropriate. 
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00:57:32 KICK: At KICK we provide Physical Education to schools and are 
proud to be able to offer Paralympic provision to able 
bodied as well as disable bodied learners. Those sports 
are a great leveller and a brilliant way to develop 
awareness and inclusivity. However, unlike most sports 
schools have a lack of access to equipment for these 
sports and therefore this can leave schools to not take 
them up. Do you know of funding pots that we as a charity 
can apply for for equipment or to encourage schools to 
directly apply for so that we can deliver these types of 
provision? 

00:57:59 Dr Alison Murray: Well said Paul, and what of the children; adopted, whose 
needs go beyond the limited provision of CAMHS? I note 
they offer no affordance beyond traditional therapies which 
of course play significant roles in themselves- what about 
govt enhancing CAMHS and taking back child welfare? 
What about linking current provision through play and 
accessible sport? 

01:00:41 Caroline Purvey: Hi Everyone, our work at TRE UK is a simple course 
programme to release the physical impact of stress, 
overwhelm and trauma.  Parents learn and teach their 
children.  It has a great impact on all children including 
autistic children.  Once learned it is a life tool. Simple, 
practical, effective, innate and natural. 

01:01:09 Ben Sutcliffe: As Paul mentions, extended waiting lists for services are 
going to a significant problem - it was a problem already 
so now will be even worse. At Caudwell Children we trying 
to work collaboratively with NHS Trusts to try and pick up 
some of the referrals from waiting lists and prevent the 
problem being compounded. 

01:03:12 Emily Ingle: https://contact.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/relationships_guide.pdf 

01:03:37 Emily Ingle: Excellent guide see pdf on link 

01:06:01 Dr Alison Murray: Thank you for surfacing the fight for support for children. 
Could removal of the commercial aspect of this provision 
help with that Stephen? 

01:11:15 Dr Alison Murray: Yes, broadening the workforce. 

01:11:44 Rachel Bassett-
Dubsky: 

Is there some way we can better utilise our final year Uni 
student population from relevant courses to support the 
workforce at this time and moving forwards? 
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01:12:18 Kristy Howells: @rachel that would be a wonderful holistic approach. 

01:13:01 Dr Alison Murray: Agreed Rachel, mentoring and complementing degrees 
with more bespoke qualifications all the while gaining 
credit and placement experience. That is one option. 

01:13:50 Pippa Bagnall: Can we raise concerns about resources through the new 
Children's Commissioner, Dame de Souza's "Big Ask" 
consultation with children? I agree totally with Trudi's 
points. 

01:17:47 Paul Wright: Thank you everyone for your responses, I believe there 
are great staff wanting to get those waiting lists down 
(extra funding), and yes undergraduates (and a Bursary 
that lowers tuition costs for degrees that provide the 
needed therapists/professionals for children). Also, firmly 
agree that if we have multi-agency working to make 
EHCP's, we need Cross/Multi-Departmental Cabinet 
Minister for Children (and families). Also a New Zealand 
style Youth Well-Being Strategy 

01:18:22 Emily Ingle: We have a reducing parental conflict lens here at DWP 
which is very much focussed on improving outcomes for 
all children and supporting the inter parental relationship! 

01:18:36 Dr Alison Murray: Our street has initiated a child led...link to nature and care 
for animals- there are many retired amazing folks whose 
expertise could also be captured. For (all) the children on 
the spectrum within this group, they have a home based 
wonderful shared platform- online and then outdoor set. 
(Surreyfields). 

01:18:49 Paula Lochrie: How do we help children with a disability understand the 
pandemic and give them accessibility to resources they 
need, where is the expertise for this,  it isn't a one boot fits 
all, covid-19 government guidance hasn't considered this.   

01:20:38 Dr Alison Murray: Agreed Paula- a complexity lens might help. 

01:22:20 Caroline Purvey: Great listening to you all. Apologies not visual, have a 
deadline to meet.  Great sharing by all the speakers. 
Thank you.  With a unique physical tool would love to 
connect with an overall plan. 

01:22:23 Eunice: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-best-start-
for-life-a-vision-for-the-1001-critical-days 

01:22:25 Kam Kaur PAP: Thankyou 

01:22:30 Dr Alison Murray: Thank you all so much. 
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01:22:31 Kam Kaur PAP: https://www.parentingapartprogramme.co.uk 

01:22:33 Paula Lochrie: Thanks all :-) 
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